Abstract-In a variety of, overloaded queueing, systems (e+, an overloaded call processing system), long delays can result either in poor service given to the customer or in customers, unknown to the system, turning "bad." For example, in switching systems, long dial tone delays can result in customers initiating,dialing before receiving dial tone. In this case the system will, not receive ali the digits and an unsuccessful call results. This can lead to the system expending real time on unsuccessful services and; therefore, reduces the effective throughput. Thus, there is a deed for control schemes which reillice the load offered to the processor by selectively refusing service to some customers in such a way as to keep delays,, for those customers which are selected for service, small. This fact has been recognized and has led to improved strategies for local switches.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE main function of a processor overload control is to protect the processor by reducing the load .offered to it, if necessary, in a .way which is consistent with the desire to maintain a high throughput in the system and small processing delays. Maintaining a high throughput requires that calls are blocked oniy when necessary. Because of statistical load fluctuations some unnecessary blocking is unavoidable, but this should be kept to a minimum. The delays, on the other hand, are important from several points of view. First, long delays are clearly undesirable from the customer's point of view. Second, in, many systems, customers may become impatient and either abandon after some wait or take action which makes subsequent service unsuccessful (i.e., customers turn "bad" [lj) . For example, in switching systems customers may abanaon while waiting for dial tone, or may start dialing before receiving dial tone, due to long dial tone delays. In the latter case the system will not receive all the digits and an unsuccessful. call results.' Thus, long delays can lead to the system expending real time on unsuccessful c,dls and can therefore reduce the effektive throughput. This fact has been recognized for some time and has resulted in improved strategies for local switches [2] .
In general, there is a need for control mechanisms which limit the load offered to the processor by selectively refilsing service to some customers, if necessary, to a level at which the delays for those customers who are served are small. The selective refusal of service to those customers which would have seen long delays should assure that customers who do get served will be served quickly and successfully. Of course, such a scheme should not refuse service when the arrival rate is small. Thus, we have a tradeoff between the throughput and delay of customers who get seried. I In this paper we analyze and compare the performance of several control schemes, for the M I M I 1 queue. We consider LIFO and FIFO schemes with customer rejection mechanisms corresponding to pushing out or timing out older customers in queue. Delay distributions for served customers are obtained and comparisions based on throughput-delay tradeoff characteristics 'are presented. For the situation where customers can turn "bad" at random time after their arrival, we present results for the throughput of good customers, ("goodput"). The results show a significant effect of the control mechanism on performance as well as a strong dependence of the throughput of good customers on the mechanism forcustomers turning bad. Although results are obtained for a single server queue, they can be used to approximately analyze, overload control schemes which control access to distributed systems The five control schemes considered differ in '*e service discipline and the customer rejection mechanism. Two service disciplines are considered, the first-in first-out (FIFO) and the last-in first-out (LIFO), and three different situations are considered as to which customers are refused service. The first two are window-based with window size N which coriesponds to a finite buffer of size N -1: In the pure blocking case a customer arriving to see a full buffer is refused service (blocked), whereas in. the pushout case, a customer arriving to see .a full buffer joins the buffer ,while pushing out the oldest customer waiting in the buffer. The third scheme is based on waiting time where, theoretically, an infinite buffer size is available but a customer is. timed out (refused service) after it has spent T time units in the buffer.
Specifically, the five disciplines we consider are as follows. i) FIF0;Blocking (FIFO-BL): First-in first-out (FIFO) service; a finite buffer of size N -1; a customer arriving to see a full buffer leaves immediately. This is the classical MIMI 1 IN queue.
ii) FIFO-Pushout (FIFO-PO): FIFO service; a finite buffer of size N -1 ; a customer arriving to see a full buffer pushes out the oldest customer in the buffer and joins the queue.
iii) LIFO-Pushout (LIFO-PO): Last-in first-out (LIFO)
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OO90-6778/86/06OO-0538$01 .OO 0 1986 IEEE service; a finite buffer of size N -1 ; a customer arriving to see a full buffer pushes out the oldest customer in the buffer. iv) FIFO-Timeout (FIFO-TO): FIFO discipline; infinite buffer; every arriving customer joins the buffer but will leave at time T after arrival if it is still in the buffer at that time.
v) LIFO-Timeout (LIFO-TO): Same as (iv) but the service discipline is LIFO.
In order to compare the control schemes from both the customer's perspective and the system's perspective, we need to evaluate the conditional waiting time distributions for the various schemes involving pushouts and timeouts. Some results are available in the literature, and they will be briefly stated, while other results are new and will be derived in greater detail.
Section 11-A briefly states the formulas for the FIFO-BL scheme which are available from the classical MIMIlIN solution [4] . Section 11-B addresses the FIFO-PO scheme. Here, the conditional waiting time distribution and the recursions for its moments are completely new (only mean values were considered by the authors in [SI). Two approaches are presented for this control scheme, one a transform approach and the other a time domain approach. The solution technique exploits the structure of the derived three-dimensional recursions. Although the LIFO-PO discipline has been treated earlier [6] , the analysis presented in Section 11-C avoids the consideration of eigenvalues of an (N -1) X (N -1) matrix used in the earlier treatment. Also included in this section is a discussion relating to analysis of the LIFO-PO scheme for a nonexponential service distribution. While the FIFO-TO problem has a well-known solution [7] , which is briefly stated in Section 11-D, we present a nonclassical derivation of the results based on level crossing ideas [8] in the Appendix. We further note that the level crossing approach is extendable to general service time distributions. The last scheme, LIFO-TO, has been treated by one of the authors in [l] and the results briefly stated in Section 11-E. This section also includes a discussion of how to generalize the analysis for the MIGI1 case. In Section I11 we present new results for determining the throughput of successful services for the situation where customers can turn bad at random time after their arrival. Finally, numerical results are presented in Section IV and a discussion in Section V. We thus see that the analytic results presented are a mixture of classical and new results, presented in a unified way for our primary objective of making the desired performance comparisons.
ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL SCHEMES
In this section we obtain expressions for the performance measures for the five schemes described in Section I. In what follows we let X correspond to the arrival rate of the Poisson process and p the service rate corresponding to the exponential service time distribution. Our interest is in the overload situation where X is close to or exceeds p .
A . FIFO-Blocking (FIFO-BL)
Let p = XIp and let pi be the probability of having i customers in the system (buffer plus processor), i = 0,l , * e , N. Then, from classical results [4] we get 
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with an atom at 0 of
The distribution function for the waiting time of the customers who get served is then given by the tagged customer is in position 2 , it gets pushed out; otherwise it moves from position j to j -1. Thus, the movement of the tagged customer depends on both its own position and the number of customers behind it (or, equivalently, the total number in the system). For the tagged customer consider the state (j, k ) where j is its own position and k is the number behind it. Initially, the state is (i, 0) with probability pi-, for i 5 N -1 and with probability pN-I + p~ if i = N. Let 
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a tagged customer in state (j, k ) will get served eventually a tagged customer in state (j, k ) will time will not exceed t I get served and its remaining waiting
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Then, we have the following recursions for$
We can solve forf( j , k) by using the above recursions in the
Similarly, for g* we get the following: These recursions can be used in a variety of ways. First, we obtain the recursions for the mean and higher moments. Let 
We can also use the recursions in (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) to obtain g * ( j , k, 8) for any j , k, and 8. These can then be used together with a numerical inversion of the transform (e.g., We can also obtain g( j , k, t) in a different way. Suppose we consider an event as either an arrival or a service completion. Then these events occur according to a
Poisson process at rate X + p as long as the system is not empty. If a customer arrives when the system is not empty, then it has to wait and during its waiting time the system will never be empty. Also, it will either go into service or will get pushed out after a random but finite number of events. Thus, the waiting time of a customer in the buffer is a mixture of gamma distributed random variables. In particular, N -2 , m-1) .
The relevant density, g( j + 1, 0, t ) , is then given by the finite
A different way of getting the delay distribution, based on viewing delay as the time until absorption in a Markov process, is reported in [lo] .
C. LIFO-PO
Once again pi, Ps, and AT are the same as for FIFO-blocking and FIFO-PO. We now obtain the moments and the distribution of the waiting time of the customers who get served. 
(2.3.2)
For g * ( j , 0) = (?-e-'* dG(j, t) we obtain the following: g*(1, @ = 1 , g * ( N + l ,
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for all e These can be solved to yield with Transform inversion for j = 2 and using (2.3.1) gives the desired delay distribution. We remark that in [6] an approach is given to obtain an alternate form for the transform of the delay distribution of served calls (as a finite sum) in terms of eigenvalues of an (N -1) X (N -1) matrix, as well as for obtaining recursions for the moments of the delay distribution. Here, we obtain expressions for higher moments of the delay distribution for served calls from M,,=E[(delay)"Jserved] =-
-Po
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We note that the approach in this paper can be modified to handle other service time distributions [ 111. For example, the MID11 LIFO-PO discipline can be analyzed by solving the partial differential-difference equations for the probability that a tagged customer in a given queue position gets served with remaining waiting time not exceeding a given value, conditioned on the elapsed service time of the customer in service.
Note that this is a conditioned version of the quantity G ( j, t ) of this section.
D. FIFO-TO
This discipline corresponds to the classical system with waiting time limited by a constant [7] . A nonclassical approach to obtaining these results, which appears in the Appendix, uses level crossing ideas [8] and is extendable to the nonexponential service time case [l 11. We briefly state the results for exponential service times below.
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Finally, the throughput is clearly given by AT = A I ' , .
E. LIFO-TO
Since this discipline has been studied in [l], we briefly summarize the results. Let B( -) be the distribution function of the busy period started by one customer in the usual MIMI1 queue. Then, the throughput AT is given by and for t 5 T
F s ( t ) = 1 -p [ B ( T ) -B ( t ) ] . ( 2 . 5 . 1 )
We note that M , can be obtained from a single transform The above analysis need only be slightly modified to handle general service time distribution, with B(t) replaced by B,(t), the MIGI1 busy period distribution initiated by the forward recurrence time of the service time distribution [ 131.
THROUGHPUT OF GOOD CUSTOMERS (GOODPUT)
The next set of results corresponds to the situation where a customer in queue, unknown to the system, turns "bad" at a random time after its arrival [ 11. This arises in a variety of call processing systems. Thus, serving a customer with delay in excess of this random time results in a "bad" (unsuccessful) service. Clearly, the delay distribution of served customers and the distribution of the time at which a customer turns bad determine the rate at which the system serves good customers (goodput). Defining P(t) = Pr [customer in queue for t seconds is good], we consider two cases. [: ] u = T For Case I1 we clearly have IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS In this section we present system performance measures for each of the queueiag disciplines studied in overload. Specifically we present numerical results for tails of delay distributions, throughput-delay tradeoffs, and the effect of customers turning ''bad. ' '
In Fig. 1 we show the delay distribution tail result for the overload case p = 1.5 where the unit of time is the mean service time p -' . For the purpose of these comparisons, the timeout parameters have been chosen to match the throughput with that of the finite buffer schemes. We observe that the LIFO-TO and LIFO-PO schemes are comparable over the entire range and give the best performance up to t = 7 (the particular f of interest may correspond to a delay criterion), with FIFO-PO and FIFO-TO giving the next best perforrnances, respectively, in this range. For larger t,, as expected, the long tails of the LIFO schemes dominate. The closeness of the LIFO results for the timeout and pushout schemes indicates no strong need for timing customers in queue if pushout implementation is simpler. have the same ordering as the delay tail results for t' < 7, and present clear choices if a mean delay criterion exists. This type of comparison can be extended by consideiing the throughput-mean delay tradeoff comparisons generated by varying the control parameters ( T , N) to further limit the traffic and resulting mean delays. This is shown in Fig: 2 , where we see the previous ordering of mean delays preserved. In cases where tlie tail of the delay distribution i s important, the corresponding throughput-delay tail tradeoffs would provide the needed comparisons. which show a much tighter range than the p = 1.5 overload case. The larger mean delays, relative to p = 1.5, .for the LIFO schemes are explainable by the fact that as p gets large, customers who do not get served quickly are more likely to get pushed or timed out. The FIFO-PO scheme also exhibits a peaking in the mean delay of served customers as a function of p [ 5 ] , since the rate at which a waitiiig customer changes position in the' queue increases with X due ' to arriving customers to a full buffer, pushing down customers in queue.
Comparisons for a larger buffer, N = 20, are shown in Fig.   4 ,. where we see more dramatic differences with the LIFO schemes (which are indistinguishable) outperforming the FIFO schemes over a much wider range of t. This is explainable by the fact that under heavy loads, seryed LIFO customers get service almost immediately, whereas served FIFO customers must still step down the entire queue before ance of the various queueing disciplines when the throughputs were matched. Here we look at the goodput performance for each scheme, where we choose the control parameters to maximize the goodput; as a function of the severity of the overload. Fig. 5 shows the results for Case I where the average time a customer remains good is a -* = 15 service times. We see the superiority of the LIFO schemes here with LIFO-TO providing a 13 percent larger goodput than FIFO-BL at p = 1 3. Also shown in the figure is the result for a pure LIFO scheme which is known to be the optimum [l] work conserving discipline, and note the slight goodput improvement of the LIFO-TO scheme due to rejecting customers. In Fig. 6 we show the maximum goodput results for Case 11, which corresponds to the case where customers turn bad exactly 7 time units after arrival. We choose, 7 = ,15 which gives the same average time for, a customer in queue remaining good as Case I. The FIFO-TO discipline, with T = 7, is optimum [14] in terms of maximizing the goodput; however, it should be noted that the mean time spent by a customer in queue who enters service (good or bad) is large (13 service times), whereas the FIFO-PO scheme can achieve close to maximum goodput (for p 2 1.3) with approximately half the time in queue. The LIFOlschemes, which have excellent delay performance, have more ,limited goodput for this case. In heavy overload (p = 1.5) the 1.5-2 percent goodput reduction can be traded off by a 4:l reduction in the average time a customer (good or bad) spends in queue for the LIFO-TO case.
These results clearly indicate the strong dependence of the goodput on the mechanism for customers turning bad. If the mechanism corresponds to sending machine timeouts, then the FIFO-TO and PO schemes are desirable from the goodput point of view, assuming the larger mean delays are acceptable. If mean delay is more important, then the LIFO schemes are attractive. I f the mechanism for customers turning bad is customer abandonments, then the results depend on the nature of P(tj,' with LIFO schemes attractive from both the goodput and delay points of view for the convex P(t) of Case I. A way of minimizing the effect of customers turning bad is to have the system check for the goodness of the customer before performing its work.
V. DISCUSSION
We have put together a mixture of classical results and new results (particularly the FIFO-PO and goodput results) for the purpose of making comparisons of the overload performance of several queueing, service, and buffer management schemes. We have observed, a dramatic effect of the control scheme on performance resulting in, for example, up to almost an order of magnitude difference in mean delays experienced by served customers. In an environment where customers remain "good," the LIFO schemes perform well and we note that there is no significant effect of timing customers in the queue reiative to the LIFO pushout buffer management scheme. On the other hand, under FIFO the pushout buffer management actually performs better (under a mean delay criterion) than timing customers. If, however, the environment is such that customers can turn "bad," then the comparisons depend strongly on the distribution of time that a customer remains "good. " If this distribution is exponential, which could represent customer behavior, then the LIFO schemes continue to perform well. AS a matter of fact, the LIFO-TO scheme performs better than the optimal workconserving queueing discipline (in the sense of maximizing the throughput of successful services). If, on the other hand, the time at which customers turn bad is deterministic, which could result from the service request coming from an upstream switch with a timeout mechanism, the FIFO-TO scheme performs best in the sense of maximizing the throughput of successful services. These results clearly indicate the importance of knowledge of the environment when selecting an overload control strategy. APPENDIX LEVEL CROSSING ANALYSIS [8j OF THE FIFO-TO CONTROL SCHEME
As far as the probability of getting served, the throughput and the waiting time for the customers who get served are concerned, the FIFO-TO scheme is equivalent to the following scheme.
Let x, denote the.work in the system (processor + buffer) at time t . If an arrival occurs at time t and x, < T , then it joins the buffer. It will be served and its waiting time will be x,. If, on the other hand, an arrival at time t sees x, > T , then it will leave.
Let J denote the distribution of the work in the equivalent system. Then and for n 2 1 im t n j ( t ) dt
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Thus, it suffices to obtain J ( 0 ) and j ( t ) , 0 < t < 00. By the level crossing arguments [8] Here, (A. 1) .and (A.2) result from balancing the rate of downcrossings of the work level t with the rate of up-crossings of the level t . We also have J(O)+ lm j ( t ) dt= 1 . We note that these delay resulp are obtained in [7] using less direct methods and that the level crossing approach is extendable to general service time distributions [I 11.
